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                                 Abstract

           Transition Processes induced by a weal< interaction are formulated by

        using DEWiTT's method of state vector normalization. It is shown that

        the transition matrix elements take a form of the product of the scattering

        matrix element of the final interaction and the matrix element of the

        weak interaction Hamiltonian between two 1 ¢(i)>-type state vectors. The
        well-1<nown phases of the transition matrix elements, when the theory is

        invariant under time reversal, are easily obtained from this form of the

        S-matrix.

                              1 Introduction

                                  1)   LippMANN and ScHwiNGER's notations are used throughout the present article.

Let H be the total Hamiltonian and fl6, Hi be the free and interaction parts of

H] respectively. And let the mass renormalization have already been made.
            2)Then DEWiTT has proved the following relations.

    The Z-factors defined as

                  Al
                  Zaf lip±a>=±ie(Ea mH±iE)-llof.>, (1)

with <¢'alip±.> = 1, are given by

                           Al
                           Za7 ==<ipal¢±a>, (2)

and the stationary states I ip±. > have the orthogonality properties,

     ' <¢±b]¢±a> :== bba,
whereI¢. >,iOb>,...are the eigen vectors of the operator Hb belonging to the
eigen values E., Ee,.･･

   Now let

                     R±(E)=H, {1+(E-Hl iE)-i H,}, (3)
and

g
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                       R' (E)ba =: <eb 1 R' (E) i Oa > '

Tken R±<E)b. can be separated into two parts, the singular part SingR±(E)b.
which is independent of the normalization volume V and the remainder

RemRt(E)b..

   The singular parts are connected directly with the Z-factors such that

                                     A
                  Siiig R" (Ea)ba =:=±iE(Za-1) 6ba, (4)
                                   A .1.                  Sing < eb I g5'.> = Z.2 6b. ･

From these formulae the scattering and reactance matrices become

                                     AA --             Sba = 6ba -2rti O"(Eb - Ea) (Za Zb) 2 ReM R' (Ea)ba, (5)

and

                                        A1 .A-J.                     Kha -= 2r O"(Eb-E.) ZaZ Zb2Kb., (6)

where

                                          1                    Kba =:: < Ob I(1 m fli P E.-Hb7) -' H" l ipa> '

Here the symbol P denotes Cauchy's principal value wheil appearing in an

integral.

                      2 The Renoscmalization Comstant

   We now extend the above formalism to the case in which the interaction

Hamiltonian Hi is of the form

                             Hi == "' + Hlv,

where a is the strong interaction Hamiltonian (including electromagnetic inter-

actions) which is supposed to be renormalizable and ,EIL. is the effective weak

interaction Hamiltonian. If we neglect the second and higher order terms with

respect to K., the propagators can be written as

    1 + (E - H±iE)-i H, = F(±)(E) +･ F(±)(E) (E-Hb ± iE)-i Hl,,F(±)(E) , (7)

where F(.-)(E) are defined as

    F(t)(E) =: 1 + (E- Hb±i.c)-ia + (E-ffb tiE) -iHl. (E-Hb±ic')-iH+･･･

          =: 1+ (E- ,Uh -"±is)-iq (8)
They are propagators when Il. is switched off, and satisfy the relations

                F(±)<E) (Ilr - H6±iE)-i == {F(i)(E) (E-H6Ti,E)-i}*, (9)

where " means Hermitian conjugation.
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   On the analogy of eq. (1), the Z-factors and the stationary state$, which

are obtained when HL. is switched off, are defined as

     -
   Za2Iip(l' )a>= F(±) (Ea)lofa>, <¢a(±)I¢a(±)>= 1･ (10)

Then we find from eqs. (7), (9) and (2) that

                    2a -rm' za +za < ip"(g:)il'plll'{`t:' ':','E ip"(')> .

Since < ¢.(-) l ll,. ] ¢.(+) > has no singular part, we see

                               2a == Za･ (11)

The Z-factors are not affected by th6 presence of the weak interaction.

   To obtain the standing wave solutions, the propagator F(i) (E) is needed, which

is defined as

                          111          F(i) (E) -:: i + P E=]llE HiP E-" HbaP tt''ll:i';el HL･ +'''

                                i                       -(1 -P E-k!ba)rri- (12)

Corresponding to eq. (10), the standing waves are given by

                        I¢.(i)> -- F(i)(Ea)I¢a>･ (13)
Since

                                 1                        <O" I P "E.mH6 == O '

the solution l ¢.(i) > conserves its norm, i.e.

                        < dia I ¢a(1)> ::= 1.

But it is to be noticed that the energy shell limit of F(i)(E).. is not 1, but Za.

Therefore we have

                        liM F(i) (E)l¢a>=Zal¢a(i)>･ (14)                       E-Ea
                         3 The ScatteriRg Matrix

    To calculate the S-matrix elements, we substitute eqs. (7) and (9) into

eq. (3), and find

                 R"(E) = 4F(") (E) + F(-)" (E) KvF(") (E)- (15)

Because the term which contains 4, in eq. (15) has no singular part,
Rem R'(E.) can be written as
                                              tt
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     ReM R' (Ea) == ReM Hs F(') (Ea) + F(-)" (Ea) Hfo F(-") (Ea) ･

Substituting eq. (16) into eq. (5), we obtain

       Sba = S(S) ba r2Ti' fi(Eb nd Ea) < ¢b(-) l Hfo l ipa(÷)> ,

by virtue of eqs. (10) and (11). Here S(s) is the S-matrix when H. is

  From eq. (8) we can show

      F(") (E) - (1 - P E=1llb- 4)m' {IT in O(E - Hb) fl,F("') (E)},

hence 1 ip.(+) > can be written as

    i ¢a(+) > = = Za-S I ip(i)c> {bca pt iT 6(Ec - Ea) (HsF(+) (Ea))ca} ･

            c
On the other hand, when the weak interaction is switched off, eq.

       (HsF(+) (Ea))ca = ÷ Z'e (Za m 1) 6ca + ReM (4 F(+) (Ea))ca ･

Thus we find

            l 9ba(")> = 'S'l:I:Il] Zct (ILi-S(S)) ca 1 sbc(')> ･

                    c
In the same way, we get also

            < Cbb(-) l = Ll-i = Zce(1 + S(S))bc <gbc(i)l ･

                    c

(16)

(17)

absent.

(4)

(18)

(19)

shows

(20)

                                            (21)

If we substitute these results into eq. (17), the S-matrix elements can be written as

      Sba = S(S)baun ilti a(Eb ri Ea) IX(Zc Zd)S(1+S(s))bc "

                     c,d
         <dec(i) iHw l¢d(')> (1+S(S) )d.･ (22)
  The same discussion can be made in terms of the K-matrix, too. !n this

case, however, we must use the equation

      (1-Hi P E"L-IH6')-iHi = ttF(i)(E) + F(i)"(E) Hlv F(')(E) ,

instead of eq. (7). As in the previous case, we find

          Kba = K(S)ba + <dib ] F(')"(Ea) rzv F(') (Ea) ] ip.>

             ==: K(S)ba + <¢b lF(i)'ge (Ea) Hle, ]ipa(i)> ･ (23)
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The energy shell operation on K results in

                             11         Kba == 2rc 6(Eb - Ea) Za7Zb-?'Kba

                                        L
             == K(S)ba t 2rt 6(Eb - Ea) (Zh Zb)2 <ipb(i) Iev l ¢a(i)>, (24)

where we have used eq. (14). After the Cayley transformation of K again we
find eq. (22).

   If we use the representation in which S(S) is diagonal, i.e.

                              S(s) = e2io"
                                       '

then eq. (22) can be rewritten as

                                        .1.         Sba = Sba(S) m 2Zi S(Eb ww E.) (Z. Zb)Z e

              COS 6b COS iS. ei'(CSb-t"6a) <gbb(1)IHL.Igb.(1)>. (25)

    In ordinary weak processes the initial state is the one-particle state, hence

5. ::= O. And if the theory is invariant under time reversal, <¢b(i) ]a. I ip.(i)> is
              3)taken to be real. Therefore, the phases of the transition matrix elements are

completely determined by the phase shifts due to the final interaction.
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